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ABSTRACT Industrial control systems are facing ever-increasing security challenges due to the large-scale
access of heterogeneous devices in the open Internet environment. Existing anomaly detection methods are
mainly based on the priori knowledge of industrial control protocols (ICPs) whose protocol specifications,
communication mechanism and data format are already known. However, when these knowledge are
blank, namely unknown ICPs, existing methods become powerless to detect the anomaly data. To tackle
this challenge, we propose a multi-granularity feature automatic marking-based deep learning method
to classify unknown ICPs for anomaly detection. Firstly, to obtain the feature sequences without priori
knowledge assisting, we propose a multi-granularity feature extraction algorithm to extract both byte and
half-byte information by fully utilizing the intensive key information in the header-field of application
layer. Then, to label the feature sequences for deep learning, we propose a feature automatic marking
algorithm that utilizes the inconsistency feature sequences to dynamically update the feature sequence set.
With the labelled feature sequences, we employ deep learning with one-dimensional convolutional neural
network and gated recurrent unit to classify the unknown ICPs and realize anomaly detection. Extensive
experiments on two public datasets show that both accuracy and precision of the proposed method reach
above 98.4%, which is better than three benchmark methods.

INDEX TERMS Industrial control protocol, anomaly detection, feature automatic marking, feature
extraction, convolutional neural network, deep learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the vigorous development of industrial automa-
tion and informatization, industrial control systems

(ICSs) play an increasingly critical and indispensable role in
the production process [1], [2]. However, ICSs are also fac-
ing ever-increasing security challenges due to the large-scale
access of heterogeneous devices in the open Internet environ-
ment, where network attacks, malicious software infections,
and physical intrusions all have the potential to cause serious
damage to ICSs, leading to production interruptions, equip-
ment damage, and even safety accidents. Thus, anomaly

detection technology becomes an important means to ensure
the security of ICSs. Through anomaly detection, abnormal
behavior or faults in ICSs can be monitored and identified,
enabling the timely detection of potential security threats and
the implementation of necessary measures. Thus, anomaly
detection not only contributes to enhancing the security of
ICS itself but also mitigates potential impacts on the entire
production and society [3].

Most existing anomaly detection methods are performed
based on known industrial control protocols (ICPs) with
priori knowledge such as protocol specifications, commu-
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nication mechanism and data format. In this way, we can
determine whether there are abnormal behaviors by learning
and comparing the features with existing rules or behavior
models. However, different ICS manufacturers develop nu-
merous public and private ICPs, such as Modbus, Profibus,
CAN [4]. Each of these ICPs has its own data format,
communication method, and instruction structure, requiring
the anomaly detection methods to possess and understand
multiple ICPs. In real industrial environments, it is often the
case that multiple different ICPs are used simultaneously,
making the anomaly detection more challenging. Meanwhile,
ICSs are constantly updated and evolved with new ICPs,
such as WIA, 5G [5]. This means that some ICPs may not
be included in the predefined detection scope and cannot
be detected without priori knowledge. More importantly,
many ICS manufacturers do not open their ICP specifications
to protect security and privacy. As a consequence, existing
anomaly detection methods for known ICPs become invalid
for unkown ICPs when there is no priori knowledge. To
detect unknown ICPs, it is necessary to first classify and
recognize unknown ICPs, assigning them to specific known
protocol types, and then establish behavioral models to
perform targeted anomaly detection, providing more accurate
and effective feature information for the detection process.

Protocol reverse engineering is an important approach
to analyze different kinds of protocols. Refs. [6]–[8] have
provided full overviews on the protocol reverse engineer-
ing from different perspective, including protocols feature
analysis, protocol classification, tool development and so on.
Obviously, by employing the reverse thinking, one can infer
the syntax, semantics, and time sequences of a protocol,
thus enabling the identification of unknown ICPs. Generally,
the methods for protocol reverse analysis primarily rely on
program instructions or message sequences. The program
instruction-based reverse methods have strong analytical ca-
pabilities and yield accurate results. However, it is challeng-
ing to obtain the source code of ICPs program. In contrast,
the message sequence-based reverse methods are relatively
easier to acquire the protocol, and they can handle similar
protocols.

Previously, Ref. [9] has developed an automatic protocol
reverse engineering tool called IPART based on global voting
expert for ICPs. Ref. [10] has proposed a novel algorithm
named READ for the automatic reverse engineering of
automotive data frames over CAN in-vehicle networks as
the public specifications for CAN messages is lack. More
recently, Ref. [11] has presented a ICP reverse engineer-
ing tool named PREIUD which is based on unsupervised
learning and deep neural network. However, most existing
methods directly detect the anomaly data by reverse en-
gineering without classify the known and unknown ICPs,
which limits the accuracy. Motivated by this, this paper
employs the basic idea of protocol reverse engineering, and
proposes multi-granularity feature automatic marking-based
deep learning (MGFAM-DL) method to classify unknown

TABLE 1. Abbreviation Summary

Abbreviation Full explanation

ICS industrial control system
ICP industrial control protocol
APL application layer
DL deep learning
GRU gate recurrent unit
CNN convolutional neural network
1D-CNN one-dimensional convolutional neural network
LSTM long short-term memory network
MGFAM-DL multi-granularity feature automatic marking DL
AM-1D-CNN+LSTM attention-enhanced 1D-CNN and LSTM
TP true positive
FP false positive
FN false negative
TN true negative

ICPs for anomaly detection, where multi-granularity feature
extraction and automatic marking algorithm is proposed to
facilitate deep learning and enhance the accuracy. The main
contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) To break the feature reliance and subjectivity of exist-
ing algorithms for known ICPs and support unknown
ICPs, we take into account the intensive key informa-
tion in the header-field of application layer (APL), and
propose a multi-granularity feature extraction algorith-
m combining byte and half-byte to construct a feature
sequence set for feature marking.

2) To mark the feature sequences of unknown ICPs and
enhance the efficiency for deep learning, we propose a
feature automatic marking algorithm by considering
the inconsistency of feature sequences in the APL
header-field sequences. By evaluating feature vari-
ations, the algorithm can automatically mark APL
header-field sequences with the same feature byte
sequences and dynamically adjust the labels, solving
the time-consuming and inaccuracy and inefficient
problem of manual marking.

3) To learn the temporal and spatial features of the
marked APL header-field sequences, we combine one-
dimensional convolutional neural network (1D-CNN)
and gate recurrent unit (GRU), and propose the deep
learning-based anomaly detection method by fully con-
sidering the limited computation resources of industrial
equipments and the time-series features of ICPs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the related works. Section III demon-
strates the multi-granularity feature extraction and automatic
marking process. Section IV proposes the deep learning algo-
rithm for anomaly detection. Section V presents experimental
results. Finally, the work is concluded in Section VI.

For easy reading, the abbreviations are summarized in
Table 1.
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TABLE 2. Method Comparison

Reference Year Protocol Algorithm Algorithm Category Objective

Ref. [12] 2021 Known DL Supervised Intrusion detection
Ref. [13] 2021 Known DL+SVM Supervised Traffic detection
Ref. [14] 2022 Known Decision tree Supervised Feature extraction
Ref. [15] 2022 Known DL+XGBoost Supervised Anomaly detection and protocol classification
Ref. [16] 2023 Known Density clustering Unsupervised Protocol pre-classification
Ref. [17] 2023 Known DL Supervised Anomaly detection and protocol classification
Ref. [18] 2020 Unknown DL Semi-supervised protocol classification
Ref. [19] 2020 Unknown Global voting expert Unsupervised Protocol classification
Ref. [20] 2021 Unknown DL Supervised Protocol identification
Ref. [21] 2021 Unknown DL Supervised Protocol classification
Ref. [22] 2022 Unknown Eps-neighborhood Semi-supervised Protocol identification

II. Related Work
The multitude of protocol types, complex protocol formats,
and changeable attack methods contribute to the increasing
complexity of methods. In recent years, researchers exten-
sively explore the ICPs classification methods for anomaly
detection, including both unsupervised learning and super-
vised learning for both known and unknown ICPs, as shown
in Table 3.

Ref. [12] proposed a method for detecting anomalies and
classifying large-scale network traffic data in ICSs based
on bidirectional simple recurrent units. Ref. [13] proposed
to use artificial neural network and support vector ma-
chines to classify industrial Ethernet protocols. Ref. [14]
proposed a method to extract the keyword features of ICPs
and classifies them with decision trees. Ref. [15] proposed
method uses the denoising autoencoder, synthetic minority
oversampling technique, T-Link, and XGBoost mechanisms
to achieve multi-class classification of abnormal ICPs. Ref.
[16] proposed an adaptive density clustering method for pre-
classification ICPs. Ref. [17] proposed a neural network
structure to classify attacks on Modbus protocol at a fine-
grained level. By conducting an analysis of various ICPs,
researchers can categorize different types of known ICPs,
providing crucial support for the development of ICS. How-
ever, the research on the classification of unknown ICPs is
at an early stage.

Several studies explore different approaches for unknown
protocol classification. For example, Ref. [18] used a public
protocol datasets to train a long short-term memory fully
convolutional neural network for classifying private ICPs.
Ref. [19] proposed an unsupervised tool for automatically
reverse the format of the industrial protocol from network
trace. Ref. [20] preprocessed the effective payload of ICPs
and accomplishes classification through a fusion of long
short-term memory network (LSTM) with added attention
mechanism and 1D-CNN. Ref. [21] introduced stacked bidi-
rectional long short-term memory networks into convolu-
tional neural networks for encryption protocol classification.
Ref. [22] utilized the distinctive feature of known protocols,
one can classify unknown protocols after dimension reduc-

tion using the neighborhood-hit method. The above studies
demonstrate the efforts of deep learning for unknown ICP
classification. Hence, recognizing the immense potential of
deep learning in the anomaly detection for unknown ICPs,
this paper proposes a deep learning method for classifying
unknown ICPs.

III. Multi-Granularity Feature Extraction and Automatic
Marking
As depicted in Fig. 1, the proposed MGFAM-DL method
mainly including two steps: feature extraction and marking,
and deep learning. Obviously, feature extraction and marking
are the precondition for deep learning. Thus, this section
introduces the multi-granularity feature extraction and auto-
matic marking algorithm.

A. Multi-Granularity Feature Extraction
To extract the features of unknown ICPs, we make full
use of the intensive key information in the APL header-
field and propose the multi-granularity feature extraction
algorithm, which mainly includes four steps: sequence set
construction, sequential byte comparison, interchanging half-
byte comparison, and feature byte sequences filter.

1) Sequence Set Construction
First, we convert the raw binary numbers from M ICPs
data to hexadecimal numbers for easy extraction of protocol
information. For example, the binary number 10000001 is
converted to the hexadecimal number 0x81, representing
the protocol identification of the BACnet protocol. Next,
we extract the key information from the APL header-field
sequences of ICPs data, including protocol type, version, and
device address. Note that different ICPs may have varying
APL header-field sequences lengths. Thus, in order to avoid
the high overhead and delay issues caused by redundant
features, we design a baseline length to extract ICPs data
to ensure comparability.

In particular, we calculate the length of all ICPs data
one by one, and select the shortest length as the baseline
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FIGURE 1. The overall framework of the method.

length. Then, we extract the APL header-field sequences
equal to the baseline length, starting from the first byte.
In this way, we construct an APL header-field sequence
set σ = (σ1 , σ2 , ..., σM

), where σm denotes the m-th APL
header-field sequence. After that, we select any two APL
header-field sequences from σ to create a binary tuple. The
set of all binary tuple is denoted as ζ = {(σm, σn) | m,n =
1, 2, ...,M,m 6= n}, where (σm , σn) is an binary tuple for
comparison in the next step.

2) Sequential Byte Comparison
With binary tuple sequences, considering the differential
feature of byte at corresponding positions in different types
of ICP, we compare the binary tuple sequences byte-by-byte
where each byte is regarded as a unit.

Specifically, we first calculate the byte length of binary
tuple sequences. As each eight-bit binary number can be
converted into a two-bit hexadecimal number, representing

one byte, we calculate the byte length as σm is H =
h

8
,

where h represents the length of the binary tuple sequences.
Then, we calculate the byte comparison score. The differ-
ences between the byte σmi and σni at the same position in
σm and σn from left to right are compared and the score for
the i-th comparison is calculated as

S(i) =

{
1, σmi = σni

0, σmi = σni
, i = 1, . . . ,H. (1)

Next, the score from each comparison is accumulated to
obtain the total score, denoted as Stotal =

∑H
i=1 S(i), for the

comparison of a binary tuple sequence. In order to eliminate
the impact of binary tuple sequences length on the score, the

average of Stotal denoted as Saver =
Stotal

H
. The byte score

matrix of binary tuple sequences is denoted as D1.

3) Interchanging Half-byte Comparison
However, the byte order comparison method can only de-
termine the correlation of binary tuple sequences at coarse-
grained level. For similar binary tuple sequences with small
differences, as most of their bytes are identical, the Saver fails
to accurately reflect their correlation. Therefore, we further
propose a half-byte transposition comparison method based

on the Jaro-Winkler method [23] to evaluate the correlation
of binary tuple sequences at a finer-grained level.

Specifically, we first calculate the half-byte length of
binary tuple sequences. As each half-byte consists of four
binary bits, the half-byte length of binary tuple sequences

is calculated as H1 =
h

4
. Then, we calculate the match-

ing window size. To prevent excessive time and compu-
tational resources consumed when comparing long binary
tuple sequences, we set a dynamic range, namely matching

window L =

(
H1

2

)
− 1. By this, the positions distance

of the two half-bytes being compared must not exceed the
size of the matching window. If the distance exceeds the
matching window size, those half-bytes are considered as
non-matching. Next, we calculate the half-byte comparison
score. We traverse each half-byte σmj in σm from left to
right and find a matching half-byte σnj in σn within the
matching window. If σmj = σnj , σmj and σnj are regarded
as matching half-bytes and the number of matching half-
bytes within the matching window range is counted, denoted
as R. Finally, we extract the matching half-bytes from their
binary tuple sequences to form a new binary tuple sequence
set τ = {(τm, τn) | m,n = 1, 2, ...,M,m 6= n} , where
(τm , τn) is an ordered binary tuple sequences. If τmj 6= τnj ,
there is one time transposition, and the number of half-
bytes involved in the transposition is half of the number of
transposition time, denoted as T .

Through the above process, we can calculate the half-byte
comparison score as

Sh−total = Sh−ptotal + 0.1p(1− Sh−ptotal), (2)

Where Sh−ptotal =
1

2

(
R

H1
+
R− T
R

)
represents the half-

byte comparison score without considering the length of
binary tuple sequences prefix. p refers to the number of same
bytes in the starting portion of binary tuple sequences, also
known as the prefix length of binary tuple sequences. The
half-byte score matrix formed by Sh−total is denoted as D2.

4) Feature Byte Sequences Filter
In order to select representative and distinctive sequences as
the basis for feature automatic marking, we integrate D1 and
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D2 as

D3 =
D1 +D2

2
=

1

2


S1 + Sh−1

S2 + Sh−2

...
SM + Sh−M

 , (3)

which reflects the correlation of binary tuple sequences. In
D3, the numerical value of each element ranges from 0 to
1, where 0 represents the least related and 1 represents the
most related.

We set the score threshold as q, and retain the binary
tuple sequences that exceeds this threshold while those not
exceed are discarded. Utilizing the D3 filter, we extract
highly correlated binary tuple sequences to obtain σm and
σn. If σmi = σni, retain the byte; otherwise, use ’–’ as a
placeholder for inconsistencies.

By repeating the above process until each binary tuple
sequences contains only one byte, we obtain the feature byte
sequences set ν = (ν1, ν2, ..., νM ), where νm represents the
m-th feature byte sequence.

B. Feature Automatic Marking
With the extracted feature byte sequences, we assign labels
to them. While manual marking can be chosen when the data
volume is small, ICP data is often large and needs to meet
real-time requirements. Therefore, we propose an automatic
feature marking algorithm to address the time consuming,
labor-intensive, and error-prone nature of manual marking.
It utilize the inconsistency of feature byte in different ICPs.

1) Feature Byte Sequence Set Copy
To expedite the marking process, the marked feature byte
sequences are filtered out from ν. In order to preserve the
feature byte sequence, each element of ν is copied to formu-
late a new feature byte sequences set ν̂ = (ν̂1, ν̂2, ..., ν̂M ),
where νm represents the m-th feature byte sequence. The
main reason for is that the order of different feature byte
sequences in ν is unordered. If the feature byte sequences
in ν is deleted and the next round of filtering is carried out,
there is a possibility of missing out on some feature byte
sequences, leading to erroneous label results.

2) Sequence Automatic Marking
In order to enhance the accuracy of the label results, the
feature byte sequences in ν and ν̂ are analyzed individually.
A feature byte sequence ν̂m is automatically extracted from
ν̂ and compared against all feature byte sequences in ν.
According to the comparison results, it is recorded as a label,
resulting in the m-th label G(m) as follows:

G(m) =

{
t, νm = ν̂m

r, νm 6= ν̂m
,m = 1, ...,M, (4)

where t is a non-negative integer value and denotes the labels
assigned to the same feature byte sequences of APL header-
field sequences, and r denotes a placeholder label. When
all feature byte sequences in ν and ν̂ are compared, ν̂m is
filtered out of ν̂.

Repeating the above process until all the feature byte
sequences in ν̂ are filtered out, we complete the APL header-
field sequences marking. The label matrix Q is given as

Q =


0 r · · · r
r 1 · · · r
r 1 · · · r
...

...
. . .

...
r r · · · t

 . (5)

3) Dynamically Adjust Label Matrix
After multiple iterations, the APL header-field sequences
of the ICPs are marked with label t and placeholder label
r simultaneously. The label r is used to distinguish t,
essentially serving as an invalid label. In order to retain
valid label, we dynamically adjust the label in the label
matrix by calculating the frequency of appearance of each
σm corresponding label, filtering out r, and obtaining the
final label matrix as

Q1 = [ 0 1 1 ... t ]T. (6)

Algorithm 1 summarizes the multi-granularity feature ex-
traction and automatic marking process proposed in this sec-
tion, denoting as multi-granularity feature automatic mark-
ing. With the marked APL header-field sequences, we can
employ deep learning to classify the unknown ICPs for
anomaly detection.

IV. Deep Learning For Anomaly Detection
With the automatically marked features, we further propose
deep learning algorithm to classify the ICPs for anomaly
detection. Due to the limited computational resources of
industrial equipments in ICSs, it is imperative to craft sim-
plistic network structure. As ICPs typically exhibit intricate
spatial features and temporal correlations, we employ 1D-
CNN to capture spatial features and combine with GRU to
capture temporal features. By incorporating GRU on top of
1D-CNN, it enables rapid and effective capturing of spatial
features and temporal dependencies in the data, thereby
further improving classification performance. Besides, by
leveraging the hierarchical understanding of data features
through a stacked architecture, the network’s overall per-
formance and generalization capabilities are enhanced. The
overall structure of the proposed deep learning algorithm is
given in Fig. 2.

A. Data Pre-processing
As the discrete byte sequences in the ICP headers cannot be
directly used for training, we propose to adopt label encoding
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Algorithm 1: Multi-Granularity Feature Automatic
Marking

Input: σ = (σ1 , σ2 , ..., σM
);

Output: Q1;
1 for comparing rounds = 1, 2, ... do
2 Construct binary tuple sequences set

ζ = {(σm, σn) | m,n = 1, 2, ...,M,m 6= n};
3 Calculate byte length H of σm and σn ;
4 Compare σmi and σni by (1);
5 Calculate byte comparison score Stotal;
6 Average Stotal to Saver;
7 Obtain byte score matrix D1;
8 Calculate half-byte length H1 of σm and σn;
9 Calculate matching window size L;

10 Compare σmj and σnj ;
11 Calculate half-byte comparison score Sh−total by

(2);
12 Obtain half-byte score matrix D2;

13 Integrate D1 and D2 to obtain D3 by (3);
14 Obtain feature byte sequences ν = (ν1, ν2, ..., νM );
15 Copy ν to ν̂;
16 for comparing rounds = 1, 2, ... do
17 Compare νm and ν̂m by (4);
18 Filter ν̂m from ν̂;
19 ν̂ is empty;

20 Obtain label matrix Q as (5);
21 Dynamically adjust label r;
22 Obtain final label matrix Q1 as (6);

to numerically represent the ICP header sequences, thereby
enhancing the feature expression capability. Furthermore,
the processed data is normalized to improve the iteration
speed of the method and obtain an optimal solution through
gradient descent. Herein, Min-Max normalization is used
to linearly transform the data, ensuring that the results fall
within the range of [0, 1].

B. Spatial Feature Capturing
To guarantee the learning capability of 1D-CNN, we employ
X convolutional layers to strike a balance between method
accuracy and real-time performance. These layers utilize the
convolution operation between the convolutional kernel and
input data to extract ICP features. The convolution operation
is given as

xconv = f(xconv−1 +Aconv
k +Bconv

k ), 1 ≤ k ≤ K, (7)

where xconv and xconv−1 represent the output and input
features of the convolutional layer, respectively; Aconv

k and
Bconv

k denote the weight and bias factors of the convolutional
layer; ∗ operator denotes the convolution operation, K
denotes the total number of convolutional kernels, and f(·)
denotes the activation function.

Furthermore, in order to enhance the data processing
capabilities, a rectified linear function is employed for non-
linear transformation. By this, we can constrain the output
values within a fixed range that can improve the capability
dealing with complex ICP data. The calculation formula is
given as

yconv = ReLU(x) = max(xconv, 0), (8)

where ReLU(·) is the activation function.

C. Dimension Reduction
To reduce data processing and improve computational effi-
ciency, a pooling layer is added after the convolutional layer
to perform dimensionality reduction and reduce network
parameters. Specifically, the maximum pooling is employed
to highlight important features in ICP, avoiding the excessive
smoothing of data caused by average pooling and preventing
the loss of critical feature. The calculation formula is given
as

xmax pool = max(yconv), (9)

where yconv is the transformed input after activation,
xmax pool is the output after the maximum pooling.

On this basis, the convolutional layer and the pooling
layer are alternately stacked to continuously extract features
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while reducing the data dimension. Specifically, Y pooling
layers are added between X convolutional layers, gradually
decreasing the dimension of the input data while preserving
key feature information, thus enhancing the computational
efficiency.

D. Temporal Feature Capturing
To enhance the non-linear learning capability and memory
capacity of 1D-CNN, we employ Z stacked GRU networks
to strike a balance between depth and efficiency of the
method. In this way, we also accelerate convergence speed
and training efficiency.

E. Optimization
To avoid overfitting in the iterative process during training,
we further add a random dropout layer in the regularization
layer to reduce overfitting. One instance is set inside the
GRU layer to randomly pause the hidden state. Another
instance is set between fully connected layers to increase the
network’s generalization capability. By setting the dropout
rate in the random dropout layer, a certain proportion of
neuron nodes in the network are frozen, temporarily excluded
from data information computation, thereby enhancing the
robustness of the method.

F. Computational Complexity
Through feature extraction and marking, and deep learning,
we can classify the unknown ICPs for anomaly detection.
As the feature extraction and marking are executed with
linear complexity, the total computational complexity of the
proposed MGFAM-DL method is mainly based on that of
deep learning, including convolutional layer, pooling layer,
GRU, and full connection layer. Specifically, the complexity
of convolutional layer is O(X ×K × d × xconv−1 × xconv),
where there are K kernels with size d. The complexity of
pooling layer is O(Y × p × yconv), where p is the pooling
size. The complexity of GRU is O(Z×xmax pool×h2), where
Z is the number of layers with hidden state size h. The
complexity of full connection layer is O(G× F ), where F
is number of neurons and G is number of outputs. In this
way, the total computational complexity is O(I× (X×K×
d×xconv−1×xconv+Y ×p×yconv+Z×xmax pool×h2+G×F )),
where I denotes the number of iterations.

V. Experimental Analysis
A. Experimental Setup
The proposed method is evaluated based on the Python Keras
framework running on Intel Core i7-11700@3.60GHz CPU,
and 32GB memory. The configuration of hyperparameters
is presented in Table 3. Specifically, due to the large and
complex nature of the ICP dataset, we select a large batch
size that can effectively utilize computational resources for
training. To help the model converge more stably during
training, we set a small learning rate. To prevent overfitting
while ensuring the model adequately learns the data, the

number of iterations is chosen based on the results of each
training session. As the size of convolutional kernels affects
the range of feature extraction in convolution operations, we
set small kernel that is suitable for extracting local features
present in ICP data. Furthermore, the proposed method is
optimized using a simple and efficient adaptive moment
estimation algorithm. The decay rate for the calculation of
the first moment estimation is set to 0.95, implying a high
contribution of historical gradients and a less impact from
current gradients. This adjustment allows for smooth con-
vergence and reduces oscillation during the training process.

TABLE 3. Hyperparameters Setup

Parameter Batch Size Learning
Rate

Iteration
Number

Convolution
Kernel Size

Value 512 0.001 20 4

We select two datasets for experiments, namely the ICS
village at 4SICS (Dataset 1) and Digital Bond S4 *15 ICS
Village CTF PCAPS (Dataset 2). The datasets are obtained
from the Netresec sharing website, which provide real-
world industrial control business data and simulated data
from large-scale experiments [24]. These datasets are col-
lected during the same period, thus exhibiting strong spatio-
temporal correlations, making them suitable for evaluating
the proposed method.

Furthermore, we perform two kinds of comparative exper-
iments to validate the effectiveness and superiorities of the
proposed method on the two datasets. The first comparative
experiment aims to eliminate different components of the
proposed method and analyze their contributions. Thus, 1D-
CNN and GRU are separately eliminated and compared with
the proposed method. The second comparative experiment
compares the proposed method with the attention-enhanced
1D-CNN and LSTM method (AM-1D-CNN+LSTM) similar
as [20]. To evaluate and compare the performance of differ-
ent methods, we evaluate four metrics, namely Accuracy,
Precision, Recall, and Score, as follows.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, (10)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, (11)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
, (12)

Score = 2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

. (13)

Among them, TP is the number of correctly predicted
categories when predicting the ture category, TN is the
number of correctly predicted categories when predicting
the false category, FP is the number of wrongly predicted
categories when predicting the false category, and FN is the
number of wrongly predicted categories when predicting the
ture category.
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B. Results Analysis
Fig. 3 provides two confusion matrices, whose diagonal
elements indicate the number of times the proposed method
correctly detects a category, while the off-diagonal elements
indicates the number of mis-detection. In Fig. 3(a) for
Dataset 1, Category 2 ICP is the most susceptible to be
mis-detected, while Category 3 ICP is the most easy to
be detected correctly. In contrast, as depicted in Fig. 3(b)
for Dataset 2, Category 3 ICP is the most susceptible to
be mis-detected, while Category 4 ICP is the most easy
to be detected correctly. This is because there are indistin-
guishable features among different categories. That is to say,
the Category 2 ICP in Dataset 1 and the Category 3 ICP
in Dataset 2 are highly similar with other ICPs. Thus, it
becomes challenging to correctly detect them.

(a) Dataset 1

(b) Dataset 2

FIGURE 3. Confusion matrix of unknown ICP detection.

According to Fig. 3, further calculate the precision and
recall by Eq.(11) and Eq.(12). For Dataset 1, the precision
of each category is 0.9917, 0.9918, 1, and 1, while the recall
is 1, 0.9917, 1, and 0.9919. For Dataset 2, the precision of
each category is 0.9665, 0.9817, 0.9900, and 1, while the
recall is 0.9994, 0.9909, 0.9654, and 0.9816. It is evident
that the proposed method achieves over 0.96 precision and
recall for each category.

Furthermore, Table 4 comprehensively compares the ac-
curacy, precision (mean), and score of different methods
for Dataset 1 and Dataset 2. It can be observed that the
proposed MGFAM-DL method exhibits the highest accuracy
in both Dataset 1 and Dataset 2, where both accuracy and
precision reach above 98.4%. Meanwhile, the performance
of MGFAM-DL is better than that of simply 1D-CNN
or GRU as MGFAM-DL combines the strengths of both
1D-CNN and GRU, and can collectively optimize certain
parameters during training, thereby enhancing the model’s
generalization ability.

TABLE 4. Performance of Different Methods in Dataset 1 and Dataset 2

Dataset Method Accuracy Precision Score

Dataset 1 MGFAM-DL 0.9959 0.9958 0.9958
1D-CNN 0.9515 0.9540 0.9527
GRU 0.8599 0.8604 0.8601
AM+1D-CNN+LSTM 0.9879 0.9842 0.9860

Dataset 2 MGFAM-DL 0.9843 0.9845 0.9843
1D-CNN 0.8908 0.8575 0.8738
GRU 0.7924 0.8132 0.8026
AM+1D-CNN+LSTM 0.9725 0.9743 0.9734

Moreover, comparing with AM-1D-CNN+LSTM,
MGFAM-DL in Dataset 1 shows an improvement in
accuracy by 0.8%, precision by 1.16%, score by 0.98%,
respectively. In contrast, the accuracy, precision, and
score improvements in Dataset 2 are 1.19%, 1.03%,
1.10%, respectively. This suggests that the performance
of MGFAM-DL is a little better than that of AM-1D-
CNN+LSTM. This is because both methods utilize a fusion
approach of 1D-CNN and recurrent neural networks to
extract features in ICPs. More importantly, MGFAM-DL is
more better because it adopts the stacked 1D-CNN and GRU
structure which allows for a more profound exploration of
feature learning without the need for intricate structures.
In contrast, AM-1D-CNN+LSTM introduces an attention
mechanism, which provides better weight allocation but
also increases the complexity of the network structure. This
could potentially lead to increased difficulty in training
the network structure, and in some cases, even result in
over-fitting, thereby impacting the accuracy.

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 evaluate the accuracy and loss of
different methods in different datasets. Obviously, MGFAM-
DL achieves the rapid convergence with high accuracy,
where convergence in Dataset 1 is only 3 iterations while that
in Dataset 2 is 5 iterations. This demonstrate that the fusion
of 1D-CNN and GRU possesses strengthen feature extraction
capabilities, resulting in good training speed and fitting
ability and enabling high accuracy to be achieved within
a shorter time frame. GRU also displays a relatively smooth
and gradual change in both accuracy and loss compared to
1D-CNN, without distinct abrupt changes. Hoever, GRU and
1D-CNN converge at a slower rate compared to MGFAM-
DL. This can be attributed to the lack of comprehensive
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feature extraction capabilities, resulting in poor performance.
Additionally, both GRU and 1D-CNN have a low number of
parameters and simpler network structures, necessitating a
greater number of iterations for convergence during training.
GRU exhibits a slower convergence rate compared to 1D-
CNN due to its relatively weaker ability to extract ICP
features. Moreover, AM-1D-CNN+LSTM also exhibits rapid
decrease in loss and improvement in accuracy after 5 and 7
iterations, showing a similar convergence speed as MGFAM-
DL. However, the convergence speed is slightly worse than
that of MGFAM-DL. This similarity can be attributed to
the comprehensive feature extraction capabilities of both
methods. The difference is due to the greater complexity
of LSTM compared to GRU.

(a) Accuracy

(b) Loss

FIGURE 4. Accuracy and loss of different methods in Dataset 1.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the running time of different meth-
ods on different datasets. In comparison to the single 1D-
CNN and GRU, MGFAM-DL requires an increase in both
computational workload and time consumption, as MGFAM-
DL has to handle more layers and connections during the
computational process. The MGFAM-DL increments with
respect to 1D-CNN and GRU in Dataset 1 are 63.15% and
35.08%, respectively, while those in Dataset 2 are 73.54%
and 40.46%, respectively. Despite there is an increased
runtime of MGFAM-DL, it does not affect the operation
of ICS. Furthermore, MGFAM-DL compared with AM-1D-
CNN+LSTM, there is a reduction in runtime by 30.06%
in Dataset 1 and 25.72% in Dataset 2. This is because
GRU possesses simple internal mechanisms in MGFAM-
DL, resulting in reduction of computational workload and
method parameters, thus decreasing the time consumption
required for detection. Additionally, AM-1D-CNN+LSTM
incorporates attention mechanism, which on the one hand
enhance the learning capability, but on the other hand impact
on operational efficiency.

(a) Accuracy

(b) Loss

FIGURE 5. Accuracy and loss of different methods in Dataset 2.

FIGURE 6. Running time of different methods.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the MGFAM-DL method was proposed classify
unknown ICPs for anomaly detection of ICSs. The method
effectively extracted the features of ICP data by byte and
half-byte multi-granularity feature comparison, avoiding sub-
jectivity in feature extraction. Furthermore, features were
automatically marked, thereby resolving the issue of data
label. On this basis, the deep learning method combining
1D-CNN and GRU were employed to classify ICPs and
achieve anomaly detection. The proposed method was com-
pared with 1D-CNN, GRU, and AM-1D-CNN+LSTM by
extensive experiments. The results demonstrated that the
accuracy and precision of MGFAM-DL achieve above 98.4
%, which is better than those of 1D-CNN, GRU, and AM-
1D-CNN+LSTM.

Future works will consider explainable artificial intelli-
gence methods to make the anomaly detection more trust-
worthy and interpretative, such as the work for mobile traffic
classification [25].
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